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 A 
 WINTER   
GARDEN OF
IMAGINATION
Seek and find all sorts of hidden treasures and make 
new friends along the way. Maybe behind a funny face? 
What secrets do they keep? Jump into the UBANG 
universe and enjoy a game of peek a boo with a shy 
penguin or greet a curious polar bear. Perhaps even 
chat with a wisely disguised puppet while picking 
flowers in the distance. Let feelings of wanderlust run 
wild while escaping into a winter garden of imagination.



A staple in every UBANG 
collection is the beloved 
elephant. This season he is 
stitched on the classic styles 
and happily introducing a 
new tribe of animals to the 
family - a penguin, a polar 
bear, a lovely flamingo and 
a soaring eagle, just to name 
a few.
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FRIEND



AUTUMN 
WINTER
2018
A collection full of wonder and exploration emphasi-
zing that kids should always be playing. The UBANG 
designs allow children to explore the endless possibili-
ties their imagination has to offer. The 3D motifs and 
sensory elements have always been an essential part of 
the UBANG concept and vision. 

With AW18 UBANG has also launched a couple of 
new essential styles with the casual pants, baggy pants 
and the A-line skirt. The casual pants are made in a 
soft brushed organic sweat fleece, come in 3 colors and 
have a baggy fit at the waist with slimmed down legs. 
The baggy corduroy pants have an overall loose fit with 
two side pockets, come in 2 colors and feature elastic 
at the ankles. For the girls, the A-line skirt, with 
horizontally placed cotton fringes, comes in 3 colors 
and matches all of the girl’s tops.
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Autumn tones inspired by 
nature all have their own 
story to tell. From a faded 
rose to the deepest shade of 
denim blue. Rustic brown 
as rich as the bark of a tree 
and hues of dusty wine 
and wood rose compliment 
together perfectly with slate 
grey and hedge green. 

COLORS





100%
ORGANIC 
COTTON

100%
ORGANIC 
CERTIFIED
PRODUCERS

100%
OECOTEX
CERTIFIED

90% SA8000
CERTIFIED
PRODUCERS



From tigers to hopscotch. Let your feet do all the talking! 
Proclaim your stance to save the bees or take a ride on 
a blue whale. The popularity of the UBANG kid socks 
has generated a demand for an adult line. For AW18 
UBANG has designed 9 sock styles, 5 of which will 
be available for adults. The sock range is made from 
100% organic cotton with the OEKO-TEX certificate. 
All of the UBANG socks have handlinked toes, offering 
a much more comfortable wear experience - a feature 
supported proudly by the brand. 

LITTLE 
BIG 
FEET 



 SOCKS
FOR BIG
AND SMALL
FEET 
SHOE SIZE
18 TO 42
ORGANIC
COTTON

Whale sock

Graphic sock

Save the bees aock

Flamingo sock

Rockstar sock

Tiger sock

Hopscotch sock

Girl power sock

Flower sock



BABIES
Baby rainbow tee

Baby sweat pants Baby pinguin dress Baby polar bear tee

Baby elephant romper Baby body suit

Baby panda overall Baby flower sweat Baby frill legging

Baby elephant onesie

Bird onesieBaby elephant tee

Baby corduroy pants

Baby pants

BABY
TODDLER
SIZE
3 TO
24 MONTH

Baby legging



Baby rainbow tee

Baby sweat pants

Baby polar bear tee Baby big machine tee

Baby elephant romper

Baby body suit

Baby panda overall

Baby elephant onesie

Bird onesieBaby elephant tee

Baby corduroy pants

Baby pants



BOYS
Rocket tee

Fire brigade tee

Puppet teeCasual pants

Beaver tee Elephant tee

Eagle tee

Polar bear tee

Hey! sweat

Corderoy pants

Mask tee

SIZE
2 TO
8 YEARS



GIRLS
SIZE
2 TO
8 YEARS

Corderoy pants

Rainbow tee

Penguin dress

Flamingo sweatRabbit hooded dress

Fringe skirt



Polar bear tee

Girls leggings

Girls frill leggings

Puffed blouse

Squirrel dress Face tunic

Elephant frill tee

Bird spencer



GERMANY
Sales Agent:
de@ubang.dk

ALL OTHER
Head of Sales: 
sales@ubang.dk
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